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Las Meninas
Examining Velasquez’s Enigmatic Painting

Painted in 1656 by Diego Velasquez (1599–1660), Las Meninas has
engendered countless philosophical commentaries. Artists, too, have
explored the painting’s puzzles and paradoxes. All of the responses to
this masterpiece, now over 350 years old, show that Las Meninas con-
tinues to live with us on several levels. Indeed, Las Meninas is one of
the most controversial paintings of our time (Brown and Garrido,
1998, p. 181); no small feat given that cutting-edge art today is often
media-based and/or media-driven. The wealth of controversy has
generated so much material since the work’s conception that James
Elkins, in his book Why Are Our Pictures Puzzles, characterized Las
Meninas as an artwork that has become monstrous. According to
Elkins, it has effectively outgrown the discipline of art history. Like
the frescos in the Brancacci Chapel, the Mona Lisa, Raphael’s School
of Athens and the Oath of Horatio by David, the scholarship surround-
ing Las Meninas is so vast that no single thinker or volume can present
it fully; it is not even possible to teach these works in a yearlong semi-
nar (Elkins, 1999).

While I am among those captivated by the painting, I am also aware
of how little a short essay can accomplish. Nevertheless, I do hope to
convey why this immense canvas continues to inspire people cre-
atively, intellectually, and passionately. In terms of consciousness, my
comments are intended to weave the physicality of the work with
epistemological interpretations and empirical investigations so that its
mutability is more present in our consciousness discourse.
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The Main Characters

What is most striking when reviewing the competing and often con-
tradictory analyses of this painting is that the ‘who’ and ‘where’ of the
masterpiece are not at all mysterious. Although the title Las Meninas
was probably not used until 1843, we have a great deal of information
about the work itself. Antonio Palomino, who was acquainted with a
shop assistant to Velasquez, identified the individuals in the picture in
his Museo Pictórui (1724), where he referred to this work as ‘among
the most marvelous that Don Diego Velasquez made’ (in Kahr, 1976,
p. 225). The earliest documentation of the work is an inventory of
1666, where it is referred to as a portrait of the Empress with her
ladies. The work was called The Family of Philip IV then, or at least
was catalogued as such when saved from a fire in the Royal Palace in
Madrid in 1734.

According to Palomino, the Infanta, Margarita María, the daughter
of Philip IV and his second wife, Mariana of Austria, is at the centre of
the work. This couple is reflected in the mirror on the wall behind
Velasquez, who is painting on the viewer’s left and stands poised at
his easel. Many say his placement leaves the impression that he is
allowing us to witness more than meets the eye; a point that is fre-
quently coupled with the couple we find reflected in mirror on the far
wall. Two maids of honour, or las meninas, attend to the infanta: on
the right is Isabel de Velasco, with Maria Agustina Sarmiento on the
left, offering the princess a beaker of water. A chaperone, Marcela de
Ulloa and an unnamed bodyguard stand behind them and it is José de
Nieto in the open door, even further back. At the front, with the dog,
are two dwarfs, Maribarbola and Nicolálas Pertusato, whose foot is
placed on the large dog. Palomino also identifies the room as part of
the suite once occupied by Prince Baltasar Carlos.

What is not stated in his report is why the group is assembled in the
room, a mystery about which there is much speculation and no resolu-
tion. What the mirror reflects also remains an unresolved issue. The
ambiguity embedded within this enigmatic composition poses several
avenues for speculation. For example, some studies of the perspective
conclude the mirror reflects the royal couple, others believe it reflects
a painting of the couple on the canvas. Still others advance the theory
that Velasquez is positioned in the pathway of the presumed reflec-
tion. Whether it is a representation of an actual scene, a narrative
about Velasquez’ position in the court, or perhaps related to how we
look at ‘puzzle pictures’, there seems to be no dearth of endlessly
debated topics associated with this work. For example, one aspect of
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the painting that is frequently mentioned is The Cross of the Order of
Santiago on the painter’s breast. Palomino wrote that it ‘was painted
after his death at the order of His Majesty. Some say that His Majesty
himself painted it, for when Velasquez painted this picture he had not
yet been granted this honor by the King’ (Kahr, 1976, p. 225).

Conceiving the Oil Sketch

Another striking aspect of the controversies is that we can still iden-
tify areas that are peripheral to the primary Las Meninas debates. As
Brown and Garrido point out: ‘No one seems to have been interested
in the materiality, or physical structure, of the work, or appreciated it
as a pictorial performance’ (1998, p. 186). An extensive examination
of the canvas, when it was restored in May 1984, now makes it possi-
ble to consider how the actual object was created and to think about
Las Meninas in terms of other Velasquez paintings. In light of the
attention paid to how (and why) Velasquez composed the perspective,
it is fascinating to learn from infrared imaging that this work is a large
oil sketch. The artist made very few changes on the canvas as he
worked, suggesting that he intuitively grasped how to organize this
effective pictorial statement and worked out the perspective gesturally
rather than exactly. This analysis also showed that the size of the work
was not accidental. Velasquez stitched three strips of hemp cloth
together vertically to create its size. As an immense painting — it
measures about 10.5' x 9' — it seems it was intended that viewers
would experience the painting in terms of the extraordinary real
presence of its painted world. In the flesh, it is a match for our own
size; we do not simply view it, we become a part of it.

The analyses also suggest that the painter established the main ele-
ments of the composition with remarkably little hesitation. Only a few
elements were altered as he worked: The right hand of the princess
was lowered slightly, the profile of Agustina Sarmiento, the menina
on the left, was adjusted a bit, as were the legs of Nicolás Pertusato,
the dwarf who nudges the dog. Considering the many commentaries
that try to glean how Velasquez saw his role when he painted the scene
we see, it is ironic that the most worked over area of the painting was
the self-portrait. It seems the painter changed the direction of his gaze
and, according to some, painted his face over that of the king’s eldest
daughter, Maria Teresa. Once the outlines of the composition were
established, Velasquez applied the colours following his usual prac-
tice and with his typical limited range.
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[Using a subtle technique] Velásquez produced a certain blurriness in
the hands and faces, which is done with a brush loaded with very liquid
pigments. As we move deeper into the space of the picture, this softness
of definition increases, culminating with the mirror reflection, which is
rendered by nothing more than a few quick touches of color. The hazy
atmosphere of the farther and upper reaches of the room, often praised
as the picture’s chief glory, is realized in the same summary manner.
Velásquez plays with the texture of the canvas, the tonality of the
ground, and the highly diluted pigments to create the uncanny sense of
an almost palpable reality. (Brown and Garrido, 1998, p. 280)
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Figure 1.

A vertical line dividing Las Meninas’ centre passes directly through
the Infanta’s eye. Close inspection also shows that Velasquez’s eye
is centered vertically within the section on the viewer’s left.



Eye Placement

Equally striking is that only a few commentators have mentioned the
placement of the eyes of the infanta and Velasquez in their analyses
(see Figure 1). The French historian and philosopher Michel Foucault,
Christopher Tyler, a cognitive neuroscientist, and an art historian, Leo
Steinberg are among those who have written about the visual power of
the Infanta Margarita’s eye position. Foucault (1970) notes that when
an ‘X’ is drawn over the canvas, it turns out that a vertical line dividing
its center passes directly through the child’s eye. He claims that this is
particularly significant given the overall balance of the painting
because her face is a third of the total height of the picture above the
lower frame. Tyler (2007) uses Las Meninas as an example that
extends (to larger and more complex paintings) a principle of eye-
centrality in portraits that he first introduced in 1998 (Tyler, 1998).
Steinberg (1981, p. 51) writes:

[T]he picture’s focal center keeps shifting. Ask where the center is, and
the answer returned by the picture is not any one point, nor any two, but
three and four; it depends on what you are centering. If you address the
width of the canvas, taking its measure from side to side, you discover
the median in the little Infanta — at her left eye, precisely. Like a jewel
in the dip of a necklace, she pinpoints the lower center.

Close inspection also shows that Velasquez’s eye is centered verti-
cally within the section on the viewer’s left (see Figure 1). Thus, the
Infanta’s eye at the very center of the composition brings us in while
Velasquez looks outwards, beyond the pictorial space to where a
viewer of the painting would stand. This two-step compositional
device is further enhanced by the equally unusual composition of this
extraordinary room. The ceiling occupies about a third of the room
and all of the figures are represented in the lower half of the work.
This presentation, much like a landscape with the main features
‘grounded’, evokes the kind of physicality we are used to seeing in our
world and in landscape painting. The evocation of air and space at the
top, as Kahr (1976) points out, highlights the composition’s a rigorous
control of color, light, and brushstroke while also allowing the artist to
create not only convincing figures but to convey the very space in
which they exist.

Interpretations of the Painting

Interpretations of paintings, like the works of art themselves, bear the
mark of the time in which they were produced and the character of the
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cultural imagination in which they are viewed. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to see that Velasquez can be viewed through a number of prisms.
Many art historians have said that Velazquez, who was born in 1599,
could easily stand for the Baroque by himself. Seen as an image of its
time, Las Meninas brings to mind the Flemish gallery pictures, also of
the seventeenth century, where we are apt to find a collector visiting a
large room filled with paintings. Although the collections depicted
were often fictional, and the works tended to differ in size and scale
from Las Meninas, the paintings that comprise this genre show that it
was common for these works to include the image of a painter either
showing the work to a patron or working at his easel. For example, in
1628 Willem van Haecht (1593–1637) portrayed the art gallery of his
employer Cornelis van der Geest, a wealthy Antwerp merchant in a
painting similarly lined with works of art. Like Las Meninas, the
artworks dominate the top half of the picture, with the activity and
people on the bottom. David Teniers’ (1610–90) Archduke Leopold
Wilhelm in his Picture Gallery in Brussels (c. 1651) has a similar
compositional arrangement.

By the nineteenth century, associations with impressionism and
photographic representation (photography was invented around
1839) are more common. In 1855, Stirling-Maxwell asserted that
Velasquez seems to have anticipated the discovery of Daguerre.
Another nineteenth-century figure, Théophile Gautier, wondered
where the picture was while standing in front of the painting, stating
that he experienced the work as a continuation of the room. Carl Justi,
in 1888, presents ideas comparable to those of nineteenth century
Impressionistic painters, particularly when he speaks of the proto-
Impressionist effect of the broken brushstrokes (Kahr, 1976).

By the late twentieth century predominant topics include the gaze,
representation, the ambiguous perspective and the idea that Las
Meninas actuality holds, in suspension, two contradictory (or perhaps
inseparable) modes of picturing the relationship of the viewer and the
picture to the world. Artistic interpretations also abound. In 1957,
Pablo Picasso painted a series of 58 interpretations of Las Meninas
that show the interconnectedness of artistic practice across genera-
tions and express Picasso’s deep admiration for Velasquez. A 1973
etching by Richard Hamilton, called Picasso’s Meninas draws on
both Velasquez and Picasso. Dynamic interpretations include a video
titled 89 Seconds at Alcázar, conceived by Eve Sussman and a CAVE
installation (Computer Assisted Video Environment) created by
Hisham Bizri in collaboration with artists/colleagues Andrew John-
son and Christina Vasilakis.
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Conclusion

As is so often the case in the analysis of an artwork, the work’s actual
creation is the most difficult element to include in our discussions. In
terms of Las Meninas, we know that Velasquez was a master in fool-
ing our eyes and in using the medium of paint to depict something that
defies logical description. In this case, the appeal of the masterpiece is
enhanced because we are willing to collude with the image in so many
ways. As we look, we marvel at the complexity of this work and, ulti-
mately, must conclude that Las Meninas is an enigmatic painting that
defies characterization. Like a friend, the more we come to know the
work, the more we are in awe of how a painting can both deceive us
and convincingly convey light, space, and human experience. Inun-
dated with technological art and dynamic media-based projects today,
I cannot say why the marvelous Las Meninas continues to fascinate
us. Yet, as this issue of the Journal of Consciousness Studies shows, it
remains so alive and vital that each generation turns and sees it as if
for the first time.
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